More than 750 PN supplied
More than 330k PCBs supplied
PCB DIVISION

Leaders for PCB production of prototypes and small-medium size batches for: multi layer, rigid-flex, HDI, mixed materials boards.

- **41 Mil. Euro**
- **260 persons**

**Strengths:**
- Technological know-how
- Flexibility
- Reliable quick turn around service
- Commitment

Significant activity in many different market sectors: aerospace & defense, automotive, industrial automation, medical devices, railway, space, telecoms, energy management.

**Certifications:**
- EN 9001
- EN 9100
- IATF16949
- ISO 13485
- IRIS
- NADCAP
- ISO 14001
- UL94 V-0
WHY CHOOSING CISTELAIER

- Quick turnaround & serial production volumes
- Know-how in complex boards & advanced technical capabilities
- Co-Design & design for manufacturing (DFM)
- Skilled & reliable human resources
- State of the art equipment & machines

Wide product portfolio

- Multilayer Rigid & HDI with mixed layup also with RF - Microwave Standard pcb dimension up to 850mm long.
- Flex & Rigid-flex also HDI with mixed layup also with RF – Microwave material Standard pcb dimension up to 850mm long
- Heat&Power Management, Signal&Power Integrity Management, IMS and LED Standard pcb dimension up to 850mm long